Hormone-mediated maternal effects in birds: mechanisms matter but what do we know of them?
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Over the past decade, birds have proven to be excellent models to study hormone-mediated maternal effects in an evolutionary framework. Almost all these studies focus on the function of maternal steroid hormones for offspring development, but lack of knowledge about the underlying mechanisms hampers further progress. We discuss several hypotheses concerning these mechanisms, point out their relevance for ecological and evolutionary interpretations, and review the relevant data. We first examine whether maternal hormones can accumulate in the egg independently of changes in hormone concentrations in the maternal circulation. This is important for Darwinian selection and female physiological trade-offs, and possible mechanisms for hormone accumulation in the egg, which may differ among hormones, are reviewed. Although independent regulation of plasma and yolk concentrations of hormones is conceivable, the data are as yet inconclusive for ovarian hormones. Next, we discuss embryonic utilization of maternal steroids, since enzyme and receptor systems in the embryo may have coevolved with maternal effect mechanisms in the mother. We consider dose–response relationships and action pathways of androgens and argue that these considerations may help to explain the apparent lack of interference of maternal steroids with sexual differentiation. Finally, we discuss mechanisms underlying the pleiotropic actions of maternal steroids, since linked effects may influence the coevolution of parent and offspring traits, owing to their role in the mediation of physiological trade-offs. Possible mechanisms here are interactions with other hormonal systems in the embryo. We urge endocrinologists to embark on suggested mechanistic studies and behavioural ecologists to adjust their interpretations to accommodate the current knowledge of mechanisms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

(a) Hormone-mediated maternal effects: the bird model

Maternal effects are epigenetic modifications of offspring phenotype caused by the environment provided by the mother during development (Mousseau & Fox 1998). Maternal effects were once viewed as pathological perturbations of rigid developmental programmes of gene expression (Gilbert 2001), caused by sub-optimal environments during development. Now, there is much more appreciation for adaptive phenotypic plasticity and the possibility that mothers may adjust the development and the phenotype of their offspring to environmental conditions to increase Darwinian fitness (Mousseau & Fox 1998). For two reasons, steroids may provide powerful maternal signals for adaptive modifications of offspring development in response to the environmental conditions experienced by the mother. They are integral regulatory signals in the cascade of programmed processes of development and differentiation that leads from genotype to phenotype (Arnold 2002). At the same time, these very same steroids are integral mediators of phenotypic responses by adults to environmental cues and change. Birds provide excellent models to test this hypothesis since their embryos develop outside the mother’s body in relatively large eggs, facilitating descriptive and experimental studies (Groothuis et al. 2005).

Since the seminal report of systematic intra-clutch variation of testosterone in avian eggs (Schwabl 1993), the field of hormone-mediated maternal effects in birds has developed rapidly, focusing within an adaptive framework on the effects of yolk testosterone on postnatal growth and behaviour. The flourishing field is currently pushed forward mainly by behavioural ecology, which succeeded in changing the view of maternal effects as a disturbance of programmed development to that of adaptation. Functional and evolutionary aspects (Gil 2003; Groothuis et al. 2005; Müller et al. 2007b) and conceptual (Groothuis &
von Engelhardt (2005) and methodological issues (Von Engelhardt & Groothuis 2005) were recently addressed. Therefore, we summarize only a few novel findings before discussing mechanisms.

Yolk testosterone varies with maternal parasite exposure (Tschirren et al. 2004; Gil et al. 2006) and influences natal dispersal distance (e.g. Tschirren et al. 2007), indicating consequences for parasite–host coevolution and population genetics. Sex differences in effects of yolk hormones (Love et al. 2005; Saino et al. 2005; Hayward et al. 2006; Rubolini et al. 2006a; Von Engelhardt et al. 2006; Sockman et al. in press) or in hormone concentrations in the eggs (Müller et al. 2002; Gilbert et al. 2005; Rutstein et al. 2005; Rutkowska & Badyaev 2008) open the possibility of maternal modifications of secondary or even primary sex ratios. Yolk androgen and glucocorticoid concentrations respond to artificial selection for behaviour (androgens: Gil & Faure 2007; Groothuis et al. submitted; corticosterone: Hayward et al. 2005), suggesting the mechanisms of hormone accumulation in the egg as targets for natural selection. Comparative studies show that, among passerine birds, yolk androgen concentrations correlate positively with rate of development (Gorman & Williams 2005; Gil et al. 2007), although in this dataset the correlation was lost after controlling for phylogeny; Schwabl et al. 2007; Martin & Schwabl 2008) and offspring mortality by nest predation (Schwabl et al. 2007; Martin & Schwabl 2008) identifying selection pressures. Finally, oestrogens and stress and metabolic hormones are now being studied (oestradiol: Williams et al. 2004, 2005; corticosterone: Hayward & Wingfield 2003; Love et al. 2005; Rubolini et al. 2005; thyroid hormones: McNabb & Wilson 1997), a timely expansion of a so far myopic focus on the androgen testosterone. Although adaptive functional and evolutionary studies are rapidly proliferating (reviewed in Groothuis et al. 2005; see also Moreno-Rueda 2007; Müller et al. 2007b; Sockman et al. in press), a thorough knowledge of the mechanisms operating in the mother and the offspring is lacking.

(b) The quest for mechanistic studies and questions of relevance

Understanding mechanisms of hormone-mediated maternal effects is important. First, mechanisms operating in the mother (e.g. steroidogenesis and transmission of steroids into the oocyte) and the embryo (e.g. uptake of steroids and action of steroids in development and differentiation) determine and limit the adaptive potential and the scope for evolution by posing or relaxing physiological trade-offs. Functional studies often use language such as females ‘allocate’, ‘manipulate’ and ‘invest’ yolk hormones, yet we do not know how much ‘control’ females in fact have over the concentrations of their hormones in eggs and to what extent this might be costly. Second, knowledge about mechanisms can provide insights into hitherto unstudied developmental actions of hormones and the extent to which observed multiple effects of yolk steroids are tightly linked or independent of one another. At the same time, we feel that a full understanding of mechanisms can be obtained only by considering evolutionary forces behind their current expression.

Two important questions will be discussed in this paper: first, how do maternal hormones accumulate in the egg? Does the mother exert control over this process and is she able to regulate offspring hormone exposure without also influencing her own exposure to the same hormone? This is of crucial importance to answering the question of whether hormone transfer to the egg is costly for the mother by inducing physiological trade-offs, and how flexible she is in ‘allocating’ (if at all) doses of hormones to eggs. Second, how do these hormones affect the embryo? When do response pathways to maternal hormonal signals develop? Would embryos be able to modify their response to hormones they are exposed to by the mother, a relevant question in the framework of family conflict? Do yolk hormones interact with hormones produced by the embryo that mediate sexual differentiation, and if not, why? (Carere & Baltazar 2007). Are the target tissues of yolk steroids different from those for sexual differentiation or are they affected in a different way or at a different time? What are the dose–response relationships, a largely unexplored area essential for experimentation in ultimate studies? How are maternal hormonal effects integrated? Are pleiotropic effects due to developmental modification of a single hormone or a few traits and therefore tightly linked to each other or are effects independent of one another, widening the playing field for maternal adjustment?

Most of these questions can be addressed only by speculation, but we hope that they spur new work in this rapidly growing field that presently lacks a sound mechanistic understanding. Below, we summarize studies that are relevant for these crucial questions, point out potential pitfalls and delineate approaches and strategies for future study.

2. POTENTIAL MECHANISMS

(a) How do steroids accumulate in eggs?

(i) Three alternative mechanisms and their consequences for adaptation

Concentrations of maternal steroids in the yolk may be a mere consequence and reflection of hormone production and secretion to regulate female physiological processes such as egg formation, reproduction-related behaviour (ovarian steroids) and energy homeostasis (corticosterone, thyroid hormones). We call this the physiological epiphenomenon hypothesis (PEH). It is the most parsimonious hypothesis that accounts for the lipophilic nature of steroids and predicts a positive correlation between concentrations of these hormones in mother and egg. This possibility imposes physiological trade-offs between optimal hormone exposure for offspring and mother. In this case, yolk hormones may be maladaptive, neutral, exaptive (Ketterson & Nolan 1999; Groothuis et al. 2005) or adaptive.

An alternative is regulation of the distribution of produced hormones between maternal circulation and the yolk of oocytes. We call this the flexible distribution hypothesis (FDH). This mechanism would give rise to trade-off between optimal hormone concentration in the egg and the mother. Yolk acting as a sink for very high levels of steroids in maternal circulation (Navara et al. 2006) is unlikely; this could be achieved...
by reducing hormone production that would not have potential detrimental effects on the embryo. In cases where maximum hormone production is restrained, the FDH would allow for elevated levels in eggs at the expense of hormone concentrations in the mother. The FDH can explain negative correlation between ovarian hormones in eggs and female plasma found in some studies (see below).

At the other extreme, hormone concentrations in eggs and maternal circulation may be regulated independently of each other by two mechanisms: one operating at the level of hormone production and another one at the level of distribution of the hormones to oocytic yolk or maternal circulation. In this case, selection has acted directly on the mechanisms that allow variation of hormone concentrations in yolk without interference with the female’s own hormonal state. We call this the independent regulation hypothesis (IRH). It predicts absence of correlation between hormone concentrations in yolk and the female’s own hormonal state. We will first address locally versus distantly produced yolk hormones and then discuss possible partitioning mechanisms and evidence for the three hypotheses.

(ii) Sources of maternal egg hormones and their function in the mother

Steroids produced locally in the ovary

Except for species that lay only one egg per clutch, several ovarian oocytes proliferate (are yolked) simultaneously during the formation of a clutch; these ovarian oocytes are generally assumed to form a proliferation hierarchy (Johnson 2002). Unfortunately, most of the information on oocyte proliferation and maturation and follicular steroid production comes from poultry, selected for maximal egg production; therefore, we cannot necessarily assume that the processes are exactly the same in wild birds, and some evidence exists that this is not the case (Young & Badyaev 2004; Badyaev et al. 2005). Nevertheless, these studies reveal general principles of how ovarian steroids might accumulate in oocytes and how to study these processes. The main sources of ovarian steroids are the cell layers of the follicular wall that surrounds each growing oocyte. Progestins (P) are produced by the granulosa cells, closest to the oocyte, androgens (A) by the theca interna cells, the middle layer, and oestrogens (E) by the theca externa cells, the outer layer. These hormones are metabolites of a single synthesis pathway (P > A > E) that is compartmentalized among cell layers (e.g. Johnson 2002; figure 1). The pituitary hormones, luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH), regulate follicular hormone production and follicular growth.
in response to information from the environment and the body. The follicle wall contains blood vessels that transport hormones and ‘feed’ the growing follicles.

Each ovarian follicle in the hierarchy is assumed to undergo the same changes in steroid production during its proliferation. Briefly, a small follicle produces mainly oestrogens; a growing, intermediate follicle produces androgens; and a mature, pre-ovulatory follicle produces mainly progesterone (Johnson 2002). Androgens circulate in measurable concentrations in female blood in the majority of avian species and in many of them in significant concentrations. Androgens probably affect aggressive and sexual behaviour and expression of secondary sexual and nuptial traits, and are important as precursors for oestrogens (Staub & De Beer 1997; Ketterson et al. 2005). Circulating oestrogens regulate hepatic vitellogenesis and yolk deposition, oviduct proliferation and ovulation; they also contribute to nest building behaviour and receptivity (Johnson 2002). Circulating progesterone is associated with onset of broodiness (e.g. Cheng 1979; Sockman & Schwabl 2000). These local intra-ovarian and systemic signalling actions of ovarian steroids in the female have to be considered when proposing adaptive functions for their presence in the egg. Androgens produced by the adrenal glands (e.g. androstenedione) may contribute to yolk and circulating levels but the importance of this source in adult birds is as yet unclear.

**Glucocorticoids and thyroid hormones**

In contrast to androgens and oestrogens that are produced at the interface between female circulation and the oocytes, glucocorticoids and thyroid hormones are produced distantly in the adrenal and thyroid glands; therefore, they have to reach the ovum via the circulation. These hormones regulate adult energy homeostasis (corticosterone: e.g. Sapolsky et al. 2000; McEwen & Wingfield 2003; Landys et al. 2006; thyroid hormones: McNabb 1995, 2001). They could accumulate in yolk during follicle proliferation and also in albumin during its deposition in the oviduct after ovulation. The latter is indicated by presence of radio-labelled steroid hormones in albumin of eggs that were already ovulated at the time the female was injected with hormone (Von Engelhardt & Groothuis in preparation). Proteins that bind circulating steroids such as corticosterone and thyroid hormones (e.g. McNabb 2001; Breuner & Orchinik 2002) may influence the rate at which these hormones can enter the oocyte. These anatomical and physiological properties render the IRH for these hormones unlikely, potentially resulting in trade-off between their effects on the embryo and the mother.

**(iii) Possible mechanisms for partitioning steroids between yolk and plasma**

We propose the following potential mechanisms for FDH and IRH.

**(i) Regulation of follicle development.** Maternal plasma levels of ovarian steroids probably reflect hormone production of all active follicles in their different stages of maturation, while steroid levels in the yolk of a particular egg are probably influenced mostly by hormone production in its own follicle wall. Therefore, the relative concentrations of a particular ovarian steroid in female plasma and yolk may not correlate tightly. In cases where the female, via the hypothalamus–pituitary–gonadal (HPG) axis, can facultatively regulate the number and rate of follicle maturation, for which some evidence exists (Young & Badyaev 2004), the IRH becomes possible.

**(ii) Selective transport into oocyte or circulation.** There is currently no evidence for selective transport mechanisms of steroids produced in the follicular wall into either the oocyte or the female plasma, although some evidence for a lipoprotein that transports steroid hormones exists (McNabb 2001). Moreover, prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells possess transport proteins (e.g. ATP-binding cassette proteins) that move a variety of chemicals including steroids across biological membranes (Kralli et al. 1995; Kralli & Yamamoto 1996; Petry et al. 2006). This cellular machinery could allow selective uptake of ovarian steroids into the oocyte or the female’s circulation. Immunohistochemistry and tracing approaches might be helpful to address these questions.

**(iii) Retention of passively diffused steroids in oocyte yolk.** The lipid–lipoprotein matrix of yolk may facilitate high concentrations of steroids compared with blood plasma (see below), or yolk contains variable amounts of steroid-binding proteins providing a sink for steroids and a potential mechanism for FDH and IRH.

**(iv) Differential metabolism of steroids in plasma versus yolk.** Yolk may contain enzymes that convert steroids to other active or inactive metabolites. On the other hand, circulating steroids are rapidly degraded in the liver, perhaps at a much higher rate than in the yolk. This could explain the much higher concentrations of certain steroids in oocyte yolk than blood plasma (see below). If steroid metabolism in the yolk or liver can be regulated by the female, independent regulation of yolk and plasma concentrations becomes possible. So far, these processes have not been examined.

**(iv) Evidence for the physiological epiphenomenon hypothesis, flexible distribution hypothesis and independent regulation hypothesis**

**Correlation of concentrations of steroids in female plasma and yolk**

The three hypotheses predict a positive, negative or no relationship, respectively, between hormone concentrations in female circulation (at the time the yolk is deposited in the oocyte) and egg yolk. Below we review descriptive and experimental studies of this relationship, separately for gonadal and other steroids.

Establishing the relationship between plasma and yolk hormone concentrations is a technical challenge. Plasma steroid levels change rapidly due to environmental factors, maturation and ovulation of follicles, and onset
altered plasma and yolk hormone concentrations over the laying sequence of a clutch. The last column refers to sampling protocol: see also text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>correlation</th>
<th>hormone</th>
<th>species</th>
<th>reference</th>
<th>kind of data</th>
<th>remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>domestic canary</td>
<td>Schwabl (1996a)</td>
<td>individual females</td>
<td>females: faecal samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>house finch</td>
<td>Badyaev et al. (2005)</td>
<td>individual females</td>
<td>eggs: yolk rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>house sparrow</td>
<td>Egbert (2006)</td>
<td>individual females</td>
<td>eggs: yolk rings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>domestic canary</td>
<td>Marshall et al. (2005)</td>
<td>group level: social challenge</td>
<td>plasma and yolk in different studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Eurasian starling</td>
<td>Pizl et al. (2003) and Williams et al. (2004)</td>
<td>group level: laying sequence</td>
<td>plasma and yolk in different studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>house sparrow</td>
<td>Mazuk et al. (2003)</td>
<td>group level: social challenge</td>
<td>plasma at incubation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>eastern bluebird</td>
<td>Navara et al. (2006)</td>
<td>group level: social challenge</td>
<td>plasma at incubation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>B-h. gull</td>
<td>Groothuis &amp; Eising (in preparation)</td>
<td>Individual females</td>
<td>plasma at start of incubation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td>A4, T, DHT</td>
<td>B-b. gull</td>
<td>Verboven et al. (2003)</td>
<td>group level: food provisioning</td>
<td>plasma at incubation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Eurasian starling</td>
<td>Williams et al. (2005)</td>
<td>individual females</td>
<td>small sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Japanese quail</td>
<td>Hayward et al. (2005)</td>
<td>group level: selection lines</td>
<td>data of controls and E treated together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Eurasian starling</td>
<td>Love et al. (2005)</td>
<td>individual females</td>
<td>weak positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of incubation. Yolk steroid levels vary among yolk layers of the same egg, reflecting differences in hormone production during maturation of the follicle (see above), and among eggs of the same clutch. Since the rapid yolk deposition phase of the egg occurs several days before it is laid, this time interval (that varies among species) has to be taken into account. As a consequence, lack of correlation between maternal and yolk hormone concentrations may result from the timing of blood hormone measurements in relation to egg formation rather than providing evidence for the IRH.

One way to deal with rapid fluctuations of plasma hormone concentrations in the mother is to analyse hormone concentrations in her faeces, a method that integrates hormone levels over several hours. However, this requires extensive validation as the concentrations of the target hormone in faeces are affected by their catabolism in the liver for excretion (Palme 2005). Analysing hormone concentrations in separate yolk layers in relation to faecal samples collected at the time when that particular yolk layer was deposited might be a promising avenue, especially when the proper timing of both samples is validated by, for example, feeding birds with different dyes at different times.

Descriptive data. To date, 10 studies of 7 different species investigated the relationship of concentrations of gonadal steroids in yolk and female circulation; two studies are available for corticosterone and one for thyroid hormones (table 1). Some studies analysed this relationship on the basis of individual females. Others compared the effect of an environmental manipulation on both female and yolk concentrations (group level). Some looked at the correlation between the changes in plasma hormone concentrations and yolk concentrations over the course of the laying of the eggs of a clutch. Most studies analysing at the group or laying sequence level measured hormone concentrations in female and egg in the same study, but some used a less powerful approach of measuring plasma and yolk hormone concentrations in separate studies. Finally, some studies measured hormone concentrations after completion of laying (onset of incubation), which is inappropriate since gonadal androgens and oestrogen rapidly decline during that phase (e.g. Schwabl 1996a; Sockman & Schwabl 1999; Badyaev et al. 2005).

For gonadal hormones, the results are clearly inconsistent, showing positive, negative and no correlations (table 1, first column). Even if one, based on the above considerations, only takes those studies into account that most likely would detect correlations (the first three studies in table 1 and those by Williams et al. (2005), Navara et al. (2006) and Groothuis et al. (submitted)), there is still no consistent picture. Even the two studies that took yolk layers into account produced different results (Badyaev et al. 2005; Egbert 2006). In sum, these data are inconclusive and do not allow us to reject any of the three hypotheses. The results for corticosterone and thyroxine are much more consistent. All the three studies found a positive correlation, in support of the PEH (table 1, last three studies), although the positive correlations for thyroxine in control and treatment groups are weak and perhaps not significant.

Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2008)
Finally, differences in steroid concentration between eggs containing a male or female embryo (see §1) have been taken as evidence for maternal control over deposition of hormones in the yolk. However, hormone accumulation occurs before sex determination by meiosis. Therefore, it is more likely that the sex of the egg is a consequence of hormone concentrations rather than yolk hormone concentrations being adjusted to the sex of the egg (see Badyaev et al. 2005).

Experimental data. Another approach that has been taken is to elevate female circulating hormone levels and monitor the hormone levels in the eggs. A single injection of radio-labelled testosterone led only to a minor fraction of it ending up in the egg yolk (Hackl et al. 2003). However, steroids are quickly degraded by the liver and a single injection may not simulate elevated hormone production in the female over the course of the proliferation of oocytes. Indeed, longer-lasting hormone treatment of the female by using hormone implants led to elevated hormone levels in the yolk in all studies published to date (five studies of gonadal hormones, two for corticosterone and one for thyroxine; table 2). However, while these approaches might be appropriate for distantly produced hormones (e.g. corticosterone and thyroid hormones), they have to be interpreted cautiously for ovarian steroids. Although they show that high hormone concentrations in maternal blood may lead to high hormone concentrations in the yolk, they do not account for the local production of the hormones in ovarian follicles, unless ovarian hormones are first released from the follicle wall into the circulation, which seems unlikely. Thus, at the moment, these results do not provide strong evidence for the PEH. However, a recent study stimulating ovarian steroidogenesis with gonadotrophin-releasing hormone (GnRH; Jawor et al. 2007) provides some evidence for the PEH. GnRH injections did not elevate plasma T unless a female was in the egg formation stage. In this stage, the magnitude of the GnRH-induced increase in plasma testosterone correlated positively with the concentration of testosterone in the yolk. This suggests that a stimulus that activates the HPG axis will simultaneously increase plasma and yolk testosterone. Interestingly, there was no correlation between absolute concentrations of testosterone in female plasma and its eggs, but only between the change in plasma testosterone in response to the GnRH challenge and yolk testosterone levels; this held true even when the (short-lasting) GnRH effect was induced days before egg laying. This may indicate that the responsiveness of the HPG axis, and not the plasma testosterone concentration, correlates with yolk testosterone levels. Perhaps, in the search for the relationship between female and yolk hormone concentrations, we should focus on within-female rather than among-female variation.

### Differences in absolute and relative concentrations of steroids between plasma and yolk
Concentrations of androgens are generally much higher in yolk than female plasma. For technical reasons, yolk androgen concentrations are usually reported on per mass basis (pg mg⁻¹ or ng g⁻¹ yolk), while plasma concentrations are reported on per volume basis (pg ml⁻¹ or ng ml⁻¹). Ignoring, for simplicity, the slightly lower specific mass of yolk, yolk hormone concentrations in pg mg⁻¹ are converted into ng ml⁻¹. Among species, female plasma testosterone concentration during egg formation is 0.45 ng ml⁻¹ on average (range 0.03–12.4; Ketterson et al. 2005), while yolk testosterone concentration is 18 ng ml⁻¹ on average (range between 0.5 and 86 ng ml⁻¹; Schwabl et al. 2007), which is approximately 40-fold higher. Thus, the yolk lipid/lipoprotein matrix (see above) seems to facilitate high concentrations of testosterone compared with blood. If the ‘binding’ capacity of the yolk matrix fluctuates independently of that of the maternal circulation, independent regulation becomes possible. In contrast to testosterone, corticosterone concentrations in yolk and plasma are similar at approximately 15 ng ml⁻¹ (Love et al. 2005), perhaps because corticosterone-binding globulin in the plasma (Breuner & Orchinik 2002) either hampers uptake into the yolky follicle or facilitates equally high levels in plasma and yolk. Oestrogens, locally produced in the ovary, are rather low in their concentrations in the yolk compared with androgens. In the blood, on the other hand, oestrogen concentrations are high while androgen concentrations are low (Navara et al. 2006; Carere & Baltazart 2007), suggesting less retention in the yolk or transport into the circulation. Differences in lipid (yolk) and water (plasma) solubility do not explain these relative differences in androgen and oestrogen concentrations in yolk and plasma.

However, three alternative processes may account for the relatively low levels of oestradiol in the yolk. First, in contrast to androgens, oestradiol is produced in the cell layer of the follicle wall that is most distant from the oocyte. Second, oestradiol is produced in relatively high amounts by small immature follicles. This may result in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>correlation</th>
<th>hormone</th>
<th>species</th>
<th>reference</th>
<th>manipulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>dark-eyed junco</td>
<td>Clotfelter et al. (2004)</td>
<td>implantation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>zebra finch</td>
<td>Rutkowska et al. (2005)</td>
<td>injections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>dark-eyed junco</td>
<td>Jawor et al. (2007)</td>
<td>GnRH challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Japanese quail</td>
<td>Adkins-Regan et al. (1995)</td>
<td>implantation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Eurasian starling</td>
<td>Williams et al. (2005)</td>
<td>injections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Eurasian starling</td>
<td>Love et al. (2005)</td>
<td>implantation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Direction of correlations between the effect of hormone treatment of the female on hormone concentrations in her plasma and the yolks of her eggs. (For legends, see table 1 and text.)
shown that several regulation mechanisms are
regulation. On the other hand, we hope to have
that suggests mechanisms that allow for such
refrain from the use of language such as
are still lacking. Therefore, we urge researchers to
and dampen potentially costly physiological trade-off
regulation of yolk and plasma hormone concentrations
allocation
and allows for high concentrations in the yolk compared
with blood plasma. This could be studied by binding
and (ii) potential fluctuation in this binding capacity
yolk matrix as well as out of the oocyte into the plasma
proteins that keep steroids from freely diffusing across the
steroid production during maturation of the oocyte (see
above). Unequal hormone concentrations in yolk layers
Evidence against the PEH, ruling out circulation as a
major source for yolk steroids, comes from the systematic
distribution of steroids in yolk layers, e.g. high oestradiol
concentrations in the centre, high androstenedione and
testosterone concentrations in the middle and high
progesterone concentrations in the peripheral layer of
the yolk sphere (Lipar et al. 1999; Eising 2004; Hackl
et al. 2003; H. Schwabl 1995, unpublished data). These
unequal distribution patterns remain stable until
incubation is underway and reflect the dynamics of follicular
steroid production during maturation of the oocyte (see
above). This suggests (i) mechanisms such as binding
proteins that keep steroids from freely diffusing across the
yolk matrix as well as out of the oocyte into the plasma
and (ii) potential fluctuation in this binding capacity
between yolk layers. Perhaps a binding protein, similar to
testicular androgen-binding protein, or yolk lipoproteins
themselves, traps steroids, maintains them in yolk layers
and allows for high concentrations in the yolk compared
with blood plasma. This could be studied by binding
assays similar to those used for steroid binding proteins in
plasma (Breuner & Orchinik 2002).
In the end, answers to the critical question of female
regulation of yolk and plasma hormone concentrations
to achieve adaptive maternal effects on the offspring
dampen potentially costly physiological trade-off
are still lacking. Therefore, we urge researchers to
refrain from the use of language such as yolk hormone
allocation, hormonal manipulation and hormone deposition
that suggests mechanisms that allow for such
regulation. On the other hand, we hope to have
shown that several regulation mechanisms are
conceivable, offering ample opportunity for future
molecular, cellular and physiological studies.

(b) How are effects on the offspring mediated?
(i) Embryonic utilization versus degradation of yolk steroids
and its functional consequences
The concentrations of hormones in the yolk
substantially decrease during early embryo development for
unknown reasons (gonadal hormones: Elf & Fivizzani
2002; Eising et al. 2003; Eising 2004; Pilz et al. 2004;
T. G. G. Groothuis 2006, unpublished data; H. Schwabl
1995, unpublished data; thyroid hormones: Wilson & McNabb
1997). Understanding the causes of these declines is important for functional
explanations. A probable cause is water influx from
albumin, diluting the yolk. This would not affect overall
embryo hormone exposure. Hormones may degrade,
meaning that hormone levels measured at laying are
irrelevant for late-embryonic development. Hormones
may be assimilated from yolk and used by the embryo.
Since the decrease occurs before substantial embryo
development, this is unlikely. Another possibility is the
presence in yolk of metabolizing enzymes of maternal
or embryonic origin. Indeed, genes of steroid-metabo-
izing enzymes are expressed already from embryonic
day 2 in the chicken embryo (Bruggeman et al. 2002).
If steroids are metabolized in the yolk, the embryo would
be exposed to concentrations and types of hormones
different from what we measure in freshly laid eggs. A
further decrease later during incubation may well
reflect embryonic utilization, but we do not understand
how steroids are assimilated from the yolk, how and
where they are metabolized, and when, where and how
they act. Since the embryo proliferates and differ-
entiates in a steroid environment from its inception,
long before its own hormone secretion begins, there
might be effects of these steroids that have so far not
been considered by developmental endocrinology that
focused on sexual differentiation during advanced
embryo stages.

(ii) Embryonic enzymes and receptors and the possibility
for coevolution
For maternal hormones in the egg to exert actions on the
embryo, response pathways such as enzymes, receptors
and intracellular transduction cascades must be in place.
Knowledge of where and when these systems develop
can help in ultimate approaches to hormone-mediated
maternal effects. Do maternal hormones act on the
embryo before the embryo produces hormones itself?
Do individual embryos vary in the timing of the
development of response pathways? Might responsiv-
ness of embryos vary in ways that would allow selection
to favour offspring at a cost to the mother (parent–
offspring conflict; Müller et al. 2007b)? For example,
embryos exposed to low levels of maternal testosterone
may upregulate their hormone sensitivity in order to
grow as fast as their siblings that are exposed to higher
levels of maternal hormone. So far, studies of hormone
transduction pathways in embryos are limited to sexual
differentiation using a few model species such as the
precocial galliforms Japanese quail and chicken, and the
altricial passeriform zebra finch. Because these studies
focus on sexually dimorphic structures and traits, little
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is known about distribution of enzymes and receptors in tissues other than those that become sexually differentiated. Yet, maternal steroids can affect a trait in both sexes or only in one sex. For example, in the house sparrow, testosterone injections into the yolk enhanced agonistic behaviour in both sexes, but plumage colour that is characteristic for males only in males. Treatment did not induce this male colouration in females (Strasser & Schwabl 2004; Partecke & Schwabl in preparation). In the American kestrel, androgen injections (a cocktail of A4 and T) into yolk blunted begging in preparation). In the American kestrel, androgen injections (a cocktail of A4 and T) into yolk blunted begging behaviour and growth in female but not male nestlings (Stockman et al. in press). In the zebra finch, in contrast, yolk testosterone injections enhanced begging behaviour and growth in female but not in male nestlings (Von Engelhardt et al. 2006). What is causing such species and sex differences in responses to yolk androgens? Perhaps receptor distribution and timing of their expression differ, and such differences coevolved with exposure to maternal hormones. Furthermore, the early synthesis by the embryo of enzymes to metabolize steroids can be viewed as an adaptation to the presence of maternal hormones, if these enzymes play a functional role prior to the endogenous production of steroids by the embryo itself.

Maternal yolk steroids may exert their early effects via non-genomic pathways prior to embryonic expression of classical steroid receptors, as has been demonstrated in adult birds (Balthazart & Ball 2006). Or, androgen receptors are already present in non-classical androgen targets at very early stages of development, given that both mouse blastocysts and embryonic stem cells express aridrogen receptors (Chang et al. 2006).

The impacts of yolk steroids during development probably differ between altricial and precocial species because many tissues and functions, including reproductive organs, differentiate and become functional in ovo in precocial birds, while in altricial birds they differentiate after hatching, when most of the steroid-laced yolk has been consumed.

**Altricial species**

Androgen and oestrogen receptors and aromatase mRNA are abundantly expressed in the brains of both sexes of canaries and zebra finches before hatching (Gahr et al. 1996; Gahr & Metzdorf 1997; Perlman & Arnold 2003; Perlman et al. 2003). In the zebra finch brain, one of the first androgen receptor expression domains is the hindbrain. From embryonic day 7 onwards, the newly formed hypoglossal motor nucleus (nXII) expresses androgen receptor mRNA in both sexes. From embryonic day 8 onwards, there is expression in the supraspinal motor nucleus (nSSp), which innervates neck muscles. By embryonic day 10, the syrinx contains androgen receptor mRNA. These structures are important for hatching and begging for food (Godsave et al. 2002) and thus, the neural substrates for hatching and begging behaviour, shown to be influenced by yolk testosterone (e.g. Schwabl 1996a,b; Lipar & Ketterson 2000; Von Engelhardt et al. 2006), express androgen receptors. However, we are not aware of any studies with altricial birds that looked for steroid receptors and enzymes at earlier stages and embryonic structures other than those reported above.

**Precocial species**

Embryos of precocial species express steroid-metabolizing enzymes and steroid receptors very early. For example, in the chicken embryo, mRNA for steroid-metabolizing enzymes such as p450scC, 3β-HSD, p450c17 and 17β-HSD are present in the undifferentiated gonads of both sexes by day 2 of incubation and oestrogen receptor mRNA occurs in the left female gonad on day 7 (Bruggeman et al. 2002). Thus, these enzymes may be active at a time when the embryo is exposed to maternal androgens in the yolk; they could convert yolk androgens such as androstenedione and testosterone into oestrogens, the ligands for the oestrogen receptors. Androgen receptors are expressed in various tissues of both sexes of chicken embryo, for example, brain, heart, liver, intestines and mesonephros at embryonic day 15; in the gonad, androgen receptor expression is dimorphic, detectable in females by embryonic day 7 (Katoh et al. 2006). These studies hint at potential targets for yolk androgens in embryos of both sexes, possibly explaining effects occurring in both sexes, and also demonstrating potential metabolism into oestrogens.

(iii) Why do yolk steroids apparently not interfere with sexual differentiation?

Oestrogens, produced by the differentiating and differentiated ovary, are an essential link in sexual differentiation of gonads, reproductive tracts, brain and behaviour, although the role of steroids in differentiation of the passerine song system is not clear (for review see Balthazart & Adkins-Regan (2002) and Carere & Baltazart (2007)). Although concentrations of maternal oestrogen in yolk are low, oestrogens could be derived from yolk androgens by embryonic aromatase. Yet, yolk androgens apparently do not interfere with proper sexual differentiation of gonads, reproductive tracts, brain and behaviour. Although thorough studies of testes, reproductive tracts and brains have not been conducted, androgen injections into eggs within the physiological range did not induce the development of ornaments typical for one sex in the other (e.g. Strasser & Schwabl 2004; K. Pfannkuche & T. G. G. Groothuis 2007, unpublished data; Von Engelhardt & Groothuis in preparation; Rubolini et al. 2006). How can this discrepancy be understood? First, as suggested by Carere & Baltazart (2007), there may be differences in the window of embryonic sensitivity to maternal (present from the beginning of embryonic development) and embryonic steroids (not produced in a sex-specific way until the second week after the start of incubation in quail, duck and chicken (Tanabe et al. 1983, 1986; Ottinger et al. 2001; see also Carere & Baltazart (2007) for an excellent discussion on this point)). Second, the contrasting results between developmental hormone manipulation in the frameworks of maternal effects (no effect on sexual differentiation) and sexual differentiation (androgens and estrogens demasculinize and feminize genetically male embryos) might very well be explained by hormone dosage. The studies showing that egg injections of androgens demasculinize male sexual traits in birds (recent review by Carere & Baltazart (2007)) applied extremely high doses (milligram and microgram range; Wilson & Glick 1970; Adkins 1979; Sayag et al. 2002).
These dosages exceed yolk androgen concentrations 10- to 1000-fold. Yet, lower dosages, for example, below 50 μg testosterone propionate (yielding approximately 1666 pg mg⁻¹ yolk), were ineffective in demasculinizing male Japanese quail (Adkins 1979). Dosages of oestradiol benzoate and diethylstilbestrol that affected sexual differentiation in these studies were also extremely high, while maternal oestradiol levels in yolk are very low. Thus, the discrepancy between studies on effects of maternal hormones and those addressing sexual differentiation may be explained by dose alone. Moreover, in the zebra finch, exposure to androgens during early development does influence, but not disrupt, sexual differentiation of the song system (Arnold 2002). This could suggest maternal modification of, rather than interference with, the development of this sexually dimorphic system. Finally, interference with sexual differentiation is more likely in precocial than altricial species (Carere & Baltazart 2007) because the former start and complete sexual differentiation much earlier, during the phase of yolk utilization.

In the end, the indications of maternal androgens not acting according to the classical view of demasculinization and feminization may require relaxation of the concept of how steroid hormones influence phenotype and call for novel approaches to the role of hormones in development.

(iv) Hormone specificity and dose–response relationships

Studies often refer to yolk androgens as a whole, implying that androstenedione (A₄), testosterone (T) and 5α-dihydrotestosterone (5α-DHT) have similar effects and act via the same pathway. 5α-DHT is the endpoint of the androgen synthesis pathway and cannot be converted to T or oestrogens and therefore can act only via the androgen receptor. A₄ and T, in contrast, in addition of being ligands of the androgen receptor (Chen et al. 2004; Jasuja et al. 2005; Sonneveld et al. 2005, 2006), can be converted to oestrogens (Payne & Hales 2004). Therefore, they can potentially act through an oestrogen receptor pathway. Even when acting through the androgen receptor pathway, the three androgens have different affinities for the androgen receptor (5α-DHT ≫ T ≫ A₄). The androgen receptor’s affinity for A₄ is low (0.1% of 5α-DHT; Holterhus et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2004; Jasuja et al. 2005) and A₄ has a relatively low biological activity. For example, the relative agonistic activity of A₄ in cell-line based in vitro assays is 5.7% of 5α-DHT, while that of T is 14.6% of 5β-DHT (Sonneveld et al. 2005, 2006). Moreover, A₄, T and 5α-DHT can induce different gene expression patterns via the androgen receptor pathway (Holterhus et al. 2002). Consequently, yolk A₄, T and 5α-DHT can be expected to have different potencies in affecting developmental processes. This is, for example, emphasized by a stronger negative correlation between length of embryo period and yolk 5α-DHT, rather than T concentration among passerine birds (Schwabl et al. 2007; Martin & Schwabl 2008). Finally, A₄ may serve as a precursor for T in the embryo, thereby contributing to the pool of the biologically more potent T or 5α-DHT (Groothuis & Schwabl 2002; Schwabl et al. 2007) if the conversion enzymes are present in the yolk or embryo. For these reasons, it is important to distinguish between steroid moieties, even ‘androgens’, and studies of effects of individual androgens as well as their mixtures, as they are present in yolks, are urgently needed.

It is often assumed that, within the physiological range of yolk hormone concentrations of a species, increased dosages cause greater effects, i.e. the relationship is linear. Yet, dose–response curves are often non-monotonic showing an inverted U-shape, with intermediate dosages having greater effects than either higher or lower doses (e.g. Sheehan et al. 1999; Welschons et al. 2003; Weltje et al. 2005). We are aware of only a few experimental studies that have used more than one dose of a hormone. For example, Navara et al. (2005) showed that a super-physiological dose of testosterone resulted in different effects on several traits (e.g. growth and mass, immune response) than a lower dose that was within the physiological range. A study by Norton & Wira (1977) showed that in vivo injections of a low dose of testosterone stimulated, while a high dose inhibited growth of the bursa of Fabricius, an organ crucial for the development of the avian immune system. A nonlinear dose–response relationship might set an upper limit to hormone-mediated maternal effects, i.e. mothers cannot necessarily elicit even greater responses in the embryo by further increasing hormone exposure. On the other hand, a nonlinear, inverted U-shaped relationship (with less effect at higher doses) might relax constraints, i.e. the mothers could produce large amounts of a hormone for regulation of their own functions with the resulting high exposure of the embryo having little additional physiological consequence; or, intermediate hormone secretion might influence the embryo with no effects on the mother. Finally, low doses of maternal hormones, as often found in first-laid eggs, do not necessarily have no effect on the offspring as studies of developmental endocrine disruption show that embryos are exquisitely sensitive to hormonal signals (Sheehan et al. 1999; Welschons et al. 2003). Clearly, dose–response studies and separating effects of different steroids are now necessary.

(v) Pleiotropic actions of yolk androgens and integration of the developmental phenotype

Maternal steroids affect multiple and diverse traits of the offspring in birds, for example, size and growth, immune and endocrine system, feather colouration and behaviour, some of which are expressed during development, others in adulthood, some sex-linked, others not (see Groothuis et al. 2005; and update in §1). Are these effects consequences of multiple singular actions of, for example, yolk testosterone on individual tissues such as bone, immune cells, feather follicles, neurons and muscle? Or, do they result from developmental actions on a common mediator that later interacts with multiple systems? A common mediator would allow much less scope for the mother to adjust specific offspring traits independently from other traits. For example, testosterone might affect early muscle growth, including the neck muscle (Lipar & Ketterson 2000) that facilitates begging (Schwabl & Lipar 2002), which in turn affects growth leading to long-lasting
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androgen-dependent traits that are expressed later as in the case of sexual differentiation. This may explain androgen receptors; Benowitz-Fredericks (preparation) or by influencing sensitivity (numbers of HPA-axis HPG-axis (Groothuis et al. 2004), suggesting that maternal androgens increases the sensitivity to testosterone later in life (Groothuis & Müller in preparation).

**Hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal axis**

Some evidence suggests that yolk androgens influence the secretion of glucocorticoids of nestlings and adults. For example, nestling corticosterone concentrations were higher in American kestrel chicks hatched from androgen-treated than from control eggs (Sockman & Schwabl 2000); similar results were obtained for Japanese quail (Daisley et al. 2005). In American kestrels, androgen-exposed chicks also showed reduced growth that may have indirectly led to their higher corticosterone levels or vice versa. Since chick begging behaviour, at least in the kittiwake, is under the regulation of corticosterone (Kitaysky et al. 2001), the effects of androgen injections in ovo on early begging behaviour may be mediated by altered HPA axis function. Studies with house sparrows treated with testosterone in the egg indicate an enhanced corticosterone stress response of adult females but not males, suggesting sex-specific effects on the HPA axis that carry over into adulthood (Partecke & Schwabl in preparation). Conversely, stressed mothers lay eggs with high yolk corticosterone concentrations (Hayward & Wingfield 2004; Saino et al. 2005) and exposure to corticosterone in the yolk enhances HPA function in Japanese quail (Hayward & Wingfield 2003).

**Hypothalamus–pituitary–thyroid axis**

We are unaware of any study that investigated effects of yolk androgens on the HPT axis. Thyroid hormones affect multiple aspects of avian development including growth, neural cell proliferation, development of thermoregulation, differentiation of cartilage, bone calcification and the formation of contractile proteins in skeletal muscle (Nunez 1984; Stockdale & Miller 1987; McNabb & Wilson 1997). Therefore, some of the effects of exposure to maternal androgens on body mass and growth might be mediated by interactions with the HPT axis.

**Hypothalamus–pituitary–somatic axis**

Sex steroids clearly affect this axis at two levels: central secretion of GH and peripheral responsiveness of IGF-1 secretion, the mediator of anabolic actions of GH (e.g. Meinhardt & Ho 2006). Thus, the potential exists for yolk androgens to modify this system. Corticosterone influences the ontogeny of adeno-hypophyseal GH-secreting cells (somatotrophs) in the chicken (Bossis & Porter 2000; Porter 2005) as well, possibly opening the door for effects of maternal corticosterone via this system (Love et al. 2005).

In sum, it needs to be shown how far the actions of androgens on multiple systems are coordinated and come as an integrated package resulting in trade-off of
costs and benefits of the various effects, or whether these effects are independent of one another leaving much more flexibility for adaptive expression of maternal effects.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVE
We hope to have shown that a deeper understanding of the mechanisms underlying hormone-mediated maternal effects in birds is indispensable for understanding the function and evolution of these effects. The field is at the moment dominated by the ultimate approach and much work is needed on the mechanisms by which hormones accumulate in the egg and how is regulated (or not), and how, when and where these maternal hormones affect embryo target tissues. This provides ample questions for interested physiologists to get at the underpinnings of hormone-mediated maternal effects. (i) What are the mechanisms by which maternal hormones accumulate in the egg and what is the degree of regulation over this process? Several mechanisms are conceivable and the analyses of the correlation between plasma and yolk concentration of a specific hormone might not be the best test to disentangle these mechanisms. (ii) What is the timing and location of expression of relevant enzymes and receptors in the embryo? Because enzymes and receptors have mainly been studied within the framework of sexual differentiation, there is little information about expression before the embryo starts to produce its own hormones but is already exposed to maternal hormones for several days. (iii) What are the pathways underlying the many pleiotropic effects of maternal hormones? Only after these mechanisms are better described, will we be able to comprehend the significance of maternal effects in evolution and selection. Therefore, we hope that this review stimulates endocrinologists to undertake such studies in the knowledge that they may have a large impact not only in their own field but also in the field behavioural and evolutionary ecology, which has provided us with an excellent, but perhaps somewhat unusual, animal model for physiologists to study hormone-mediated maternal effects. We hope to have shown behavioural ecologists how important the proximate approach is and to have encouraged them to be more cautious in their interpretation of results and use of language that is currently not supported by a full knowledge of underlying mechanism.

Now that so many effects of maternal androgens on offspring development have been documented, the time is ripe to look at long-term and inter-generational effects, and to incorporate the expertise of neurobiologists and geneticists. Yolk, as a source of androgens for developing birds, is consumed mainly by the embryo and, within a few days after hatching, by the nestling. Yet, effects persist into later life, even into adulthood. Some might be indirect effects, such as a consequence of early hatching for the social position in sibling rivalry, others may be analogous to the classical organizational actions of steroids in differentiation between the sexes. Upregulation of hormone production in the adult by prenatal exposure to maternal hormones may be reflected in the eggs of the next generation resulting in transgenerational carry-over. Long-term effects may be mediated by changes in chromatin state, similar to the epigenetic mechanism by which the style of maternal care stably alters the expression of hippocampal glucocorticoid receptors in rats (e.g., Weaver et al. 2004). Finally, similar to developmental exposure to endocrine disruptors (Anway & Skinner 2006), maternal hormones might cause epigenetic modifications of the germ line that carry over into several generations. Study of such epigenetic and transgenerational actions of maternal hormones offer an exciting future perspective.

We thank John Wingfield, three anonymous reviewers, Nikolaus von Engelhardt, Jeremy Egbert and the Schwabl lab for comments and suggestions on the manuscript.
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